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SOME INITIAL THOUGHTS 
ON CS (WORKING DRAFT 

2.22.2013) FOR SB 21



 On Friday (2.22.2013) Senate Resources took up a working 
draft of a Committee Substitute (CS) for SB 21, the Governor’s 
oil tax bill

 The CS proposes modifications to SB 21 primarily in five areas
 Tax rate

 Scope of the Gross Revenue Exclusion (GRE) 

 Establishes an “Oil & Gas Competitiveness Review Board”

 Scope of the Exploration Credit

 Establishes a “Qualified oil and gas industry service expenditure 
credit” to Alaska corporate income tax

 Conclusion
 The CS is an improvement over the original bill in some areas, but 

needs additional thought in others

OVERVIEW



 Change
 SB 21: retains the 25% base tax rate currently in ACES
 CS:  substitutes a tax rate equal to 35%, minus $5/bbl

 Effect of CS (compared to SB 21):
 Reduces effective tax rate at lower end of price range (due to 

credit)
 But increases effective tax at higher end of price range (due 

to higher rate)
 Makes base tax somewhat progressive

 Comment:
 Accomplishes needed change at lower end of the price range
 Concerned about competitive effect at higher end of the price 

range (increased rate less competitive than SB 21)
 Additionally, progressivity makes system more complex 

across price range; more difficult to compare with alternative 
investments

TAX RATE



 Change
 SB 21:  GRE available for production from new units and 

participating areas (PA’s)
 CS:  GRE available also for production from expansion of 

existing PA’s
 Effect of CS (compared to SB 21)
 Responds to some degree to the goal of leveling the playing 

field for new investments within existing fields
 Comment
 Limited expansion is somewhat additive, but does not capture 

potential projects within existing PA’s which could add 
significant bbl’s, such as projects which:
 Increase ultimate overall recovery from existing fields (e.g., PBU:  1% increase 

= 250 MMbbls), or 
 Move economically challenged production projects from identified reserves 

forward in time

LIMITED EXPANSION OF GRE



 Change
 SB 21:  No similar provision
 CS:  Establishes an “Oil & Gas Competitiveness Review Board” 

(OGCRB)

 Effect of CS (compared to SB 21)
 Establishes and adds provisions related to the OGCRB

 Comment
 Although not an adequate substitute for co-investment, OGCRB 

improves state’s “forward looking radar” to identify changes in 
Alaska’s competitive position
 Concerned that proposed membership makes Board too insular and 

stilted, and doesn’t include investment experts (e.g., Permanent Fund 
Board) or legislators 
 Board should be used to provide opportunity for broad consultation and 

build consensus

ESTABLISHES COMPETITIVE REVIEW BOARD



 Change
 SB 21: does not change existing law, which limits exploration 

credit to wells drilled beyond 3 miles from previous well
 CS: eliminates 3 mile limitation; retains existing requirement 

for advance DNR determination
 Effect of CS (compared to SB 21):
 Significantly expands geographic area available for credit

 Comment:
 Concerned generally about legislative use of targeted “credits” 

to subsidize certain investments (the state has not evaluated 
whether it would earn a better return by “investing” the money 
elsewhere, e.g., by further reducing base rates)
 Significant expansion of the areas qualifying for the credits 

increases the size of the potential state fiscal “investment”

EXPANSION OF EXPLORATION CREDIT



 Change
 SB 21:  No similar provision
 CS:  Establishes a credit to Alaska corporate income tax for 

manufacture or modification in Alaska of equipment “used in the 
exploration, development and production of oil or gas”

 Effect of CS (compared to SB 21):
 Intent is to encourage and reduce cost of instate manufacture in an 

effort indirectly to reduce the cost of exploration, development and 
production

 Comment:
 While an admirable goal, far from clear that the proposal will 

actually translate into cost reductions in the field
 Prices of equipment and services are set by world demand; not clear 

at all lower costs to instate manufacturers will translate into reduced 
prices to producers

QUALIFIED INDUSTRY SERVICE CREDIT 


